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MON is one of the boldest architectural
proposals in Brazil, designed by Master
Oscar Niemeyer. With genius, he made
his unique look eternalized in concrete
and steel. Transformed into a museum,
what was a remarkable work today
houses an important collection, worthy
of the building’s grandeur.
They are important references of
national and international artistic
production in the areas of visual arts,
architecture and design, in addition
to the Asian and African collections,
resulting in more than 9,000 works
housed in a space of more than
35,000 square meters of built area,
which makes MON the largest art
museum in Latin America.The Museum
is an excellent example of the use of

architecture in favor of society. More
than an architectural reference MON is
today the living reflection of those who
pass by: artists, curators, and the public.
Therefore, there could not be a more
appropriate institution for holding the
exhibition “Contests as Practice: The
Presence of Paraná Architecture”.
Extremely high-level exhibitions such as
this one justify our relentless pursuit of
bringing more and more visitors to this
enjoyment of knowledge, beauty and
reflection promoted by the Museum.
The exhibition makes us think about
the role of these professionals, who are
always challenged to present innovative
solutions. It is a journey through time
that allows us to admire the brilliant
performance of people from Paraná
in national competitions in the last six
decades. A unique opportunity that
evokes pride and belonging to all of us.
Juliana Vellozo Almeida Vosnika
Chief Executive Officer
Oscar Niemeyer Museum
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Competition as practice
The presence of Paraná’s architecture
Architecture competitions are magical
moments for the profession, when a
considerable number of professionals
get together in teams to develop their
ideas about a given program, in an
environment of freedom and creativity.
Architects usually join competitions
with different objectives in mind. Some
seek access to professional practice
– especially the younger ones. Some
want to freely present proposals
liberated from the constraints of
everyday professional life. But others
consider competitions to be a space
for circulating new ideas, breaking
away from traditional models, and

interacting with what is produced
in the country and the world. It is a
space of critical comparison between
proposals, somehow controversial, that
amplifies the debate about the paths of
architecture and urban planning.
The project for Brasília, the greatest
expression of our modern urban
planning, was presented in a
competition for the new capital
(1956-57). Before that, the Ministry
of Education and Health building in
Rio de Janeiro was also an object of
competition (1935). Against the current,
this project was not accepted by the
client: for it did not answer to the needs
of the moment or it did not express
the contemporaneity of the required
language.
Architects practitioners in this sort
of competition have stood out in the
national scene. The ones from Paraná,
either born or set up here, were no
exception to the rule. Since the 1960s,
Curitiba started to be seen as a model
of visionary urban planning, so several
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young architects started their offices or
moved here. They contributed to the
creation of the first Architecture course
at UFPR and also in the structuring of
Curitiba’s Research and Urban Planning
Institute, the IPPUC.
These creative laboratories were
fundamental for the formation of young
professionals who, following their paths
of learning, also started to participate in
national and international competitions.
We have two important moments
highlighted in this exhibition when
Paraná’s competitors were expressively
present in the national scenario. The
first was at the end of the 1960s, with
the first prize won in the competition for
the Petrobras headquarters in Rio de

Janeiro (1967), resulting from the active
participation in national competitions by
its authors: Roberto Luiz Gandolfi, José
Sanchotene, Abrão Anis Assad, José
Maria Gandolfi, Luiz Forte Netto, Vicente
de Castro. And the second moment was
in the 2000s with Estúdio 41 designing
the Antarctic Station (2010): a temple
dedicated to research in this distant
region of the planet.
The presence of Paraná’s architects on
the national scene can be attributed to
a set of particular factors: professional
training, encouragement of teamwork,
understanding of the competition
practice as being essential in
professional work. And, especially, the
collective counterpart at the architecture
schools’ studios – where the social
interactions allowed the free exchange
of experiences.
Competition as practice: the presence
of Paraná’s architecture tells the
story of this long path of creativity
from generations of architects. Those
who contributed and those who still
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contribute to the construction of our
cities, either in the form of architecture
built throughout the country or projects
that never really got off the drawing
board. It is a journey guided by
models, drawings, photographs, and
infographics that illustrate decades of
good architecture and urban planning,
produced by professionals from Paraná.
This exhibition synthesizes the
achievement in national and
international architecture competitions
by teams settled in Paraná from the
second half of the 20th century until
2020. It illustrates the production
throughout distant periods, assembling
proposals that vary in terms of
complexity and scale. Nevertheless,
a common thread connects it all:
architectures referenced in the modern
tradition that continually pursue to
overcome it and to experiment with new
languages in line with contemporaneity.
Elisabete França
Curatorship
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Click to access:

Oscar Niemeyer Museum
From Tuesday through Sunday, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Ticket sale until 5:30 p.m.
Online ticket sales: museuoscarniemeyer.org.br
Free admission to seniors over 60 and children under 12.
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